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About This Game

Staxel is a creative farming and village life game with a cast of quirky characters. Build your farmhouse, help villagers, take to
the wilds to fish or hunt for bugs, and grow a variety of crops in your backyard. If you’re feeling social, you can even invite your

friends over to share in the fun!

Experience Village Life

In Staxel, you’re tasked with restoring the farm to its former glory as the newest resident in a budding village. While they may
have their quirks, the other residents will help you get settled in. Return the favour and help the village flourish!

When you’re not hanging out with your newfound friends or working on your farm, you could be pursuing a new hobby,
completing one of many collections, spending your hard-earned money on precious seeds, or lending a hand and making your

mark on the town!

Nurture Your Farm

Put down your roots and settle into life as a newcomer to the village. Starting out with a run-down, old home and farmland
reclaimed by the wilderness, it’s up to you to turn the place around. Plant seeds, carefully tend to your crops, take care of your

animals, and expand your farm. Don’t forget: take care of your farm, and your farm will take care of you!

Share the Fun!
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Working a farm on the outskirts of an unfamiliar village can get lonely, so why not invite your friends to hang out? Staxel was
designed with multiplayer in mind from day one, so team up and get your buddies working those fields! You can share a farm

with your friends or become neighbours in Staxel’s vast world.

Customise Your World

Staxel’s voxel-based sandbox world lets you alter your surroundings however you like, and with a rich selection of in-game
materials and an intuitive approach to modding, you can truly create your own unique world within the game.

Will you grow the village while keeping its rustic charm, or take it in an entirely new direction? Perhaps you’d rather leave the
village and focus on your own projects? It’s all up to you, and your creativity is exactly the tool for the job!
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Title: Staxel
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Plukit
Publisher:
Humble Bundle
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 @ 2Ghz (or equivalent)

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 660 1GB / AMD Radeon HD 7850 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Dutch
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This game is awesome, pure and simple. ( And I own a TON of platformers ) I will edit this review as I progress in the game.... i
buy the upgrade to adventurer but i cant play every time e star the game is a nomal tree of live not the upgrade. Super laggy for
no reason.

PC Specs
-i5
-gtx 960
-8gb oh ram

Edit: upgraded to 570 and r5 1600 still cant run this damn game over 25 fps. Love the Chinese settings. Female character's
punches can be funny. Don't understand some of the settings. But not bad.. this is an addicting game with endless entertainment
unless you are a preschool dropout. I like this game a lot. It's like a very colorful Statik (PSVR) with full motion controls and
nice music. Both children and adults would like this, but it's a little on the easy side for adults. The controls can be a little
confusing at first, especially dials because you don't turn them like a normal dial. You hold the trigger and move your hand
horizontally left or right to make them spin. Other than that, I had no issues with the controls. I used a Vive.. This game is just a
major nostalgia hit for me. Almost 2 decades ago i started playing this and i only just managed to find this as it was on my steam
queue. I remember playing this for weeks at a time trying to complete all the objectives.
The idea of the game is to do things in cdifferent orders to find new combinations of ruling the world as God himself. It's a
short but entertaining game, however it does only seem to run win Windows 95 compatibility mode for me.
Worth giving it a go, especially when on sale.. Do not buy this game.

It is absolute garbage.. where is the licence key for the ferry dlc

. RECOMMENDATION: OFCOARSE!!

This game is a perfect learning simulator that can teach you to park your trailer with your truck in all sorts of simulations. Every
task is a challenge, the truck moves, sounds and "feels" like a real truck, very well made! Even in today's date 2018, this game
from 2011 still looks good!
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I love this game but honestly, i just cannot recommend this game. With $15, I expect a game where I just feel great playing
them again but this game doesnt have that. I've played everything within 9hrs (which is higher than the actual gameplay time)
and i dont think there is anything left to play.

I'd say buying their new game "Treasure hunter Claire" is just a much better choice considering the price, the replayable parts,
the art, and the content. This game is ok with less than $10, or maybe just $5.. Update - Now that the developer has changed the
price, I would highly recommend this. I can't wait to see other experiences from this developer, that's for sure.

While this is cute and I'm looking forward to more shorts like this in VR, I can not recommend this at $5. It's only a couple of
minutes in legth and you are done so you are paying over a $1\/minute If you see it on sale, say 50% or more off, then I would
definently say check it out. There are much better expierences at this price point and below.. This one was an unexpectedly cool
iteration in the Secret Files saga! Having played the first three, starring Nina (and Max) I got bored (and frustrated) easily with
the over-the-top plot elements and nonsensical puzzles.

Now, Sam was likewise irritating in her appearance in the second game (Secret Files: Puritas Cordis) and I was oh-so-dreadful
before starting a game starring solely her. And it was, indeed, a rocky start with some cringy lines that sounded a bit pseudo-
feminist, and a few utterly vain remarks about blondes and whatnot, but the introductory puzzle made, curiously, so much sense!

I must admit I was skeptical, I thought it was a random coincidence. But surprisingly the game continued on that note. The plot
seemed well thought of, the puzzle solutions were logical and Sam was quite likeable. Technically the game is quite alright, with
highly detailed scenes, and running smoothly throughout.

But why is it just 2 hours long?! Right when the story was getting interesting, the game ended. Real bummer! It could have been
near exceptional but now it's just a very good afternoon delight! :D

\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b1\u25b1\u25b1
Quite Good.. I wish Steam had a better rating system than just yes, or no. It's not a bad game by any means, I just personally
wouldn't recommend it at it's current price. I got it as a gift for a friend, as it was on his wishlist and thought to give it a go
myself.

It's an ok little puzzly game, while I didn't find it funny, I could see that's what it was going for, some people might find it
funny. But to be fully honest, it's not worth 9 pounds 99 pence. (12.79 dollars) (11.45 euros) And just for fun. (118,007.13
ZMK, which is a currency that no longer exists.) Not saying the game is worthless mind, but I just don't think I personally can
justify 10 quid. The music is a bit repetative but not irritating. The controls are probably better designed for a gamepad, as with
a keyboard I found my pinky was getting a good work out, Control and Shift being the two main keys, as opposed to perhaps E
and C, which if I had played for longer I would probably have found a way to remap to those. The game is perhaps a little buggy
but it's not unplayable. Just a few minor annoyances, which might not have actually been bugs.

I couldn't really think of much to put in a review about such a simple game. So let's start with this.
Goblin: a mischievous, ugly, dwarf-like creature of folklore.
And: used to connect words of the same part of speech, clauses, or sentences, that are to be taken jointly.
Grotto: a small picturesque cave, especially an artificial one in a park or garden.

There were indeed multiple goblins, the cave however was very large, I think Goblins and Gigantic Caves would've been more
accurate, but it doesn't sound as nice, doesn't roll off the tongue. How about Goblins and Grubby Gits who keep shooting
fireballs at me. Again, doesn't sound as nice, it's a bit long, but it's definitely accurate!
Goblins and Globetrotting. Goblins and Gobbos. Goblins and Gobbledy♥♥♥♥. Goblins and Gadzooks! Which is what came to
my mind when a level 1 human and a level 20 human were both one shot killing me. Goblins and Ganking. Goblins and
Ghandi... It's clear that I've run out of ideas. Maybe I should stop here.

Edit: Also, there were muffins. I don't remember treasure goblins or Styx stealing those, but I will be sure to keep an eye on my
muffins from now on.
The goblin mentioned a dislike for Gold, this seems odd for me, Goblins are generally gold loving. In pretty much everything,
but if the developer of this wants a Goblin that hates gold, because adventurers like it, well, I guess that is fair enough to me.. I
did not like this game. Does not translate well to PC, all the controls are very touch centric. Not a lot of content. The graphics
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and music are great, but it's not enough. most dissapointing game... ever. First of all, in the 99.9% of racing games that I've
played, you buy a car, race, make money, and upgrade it. The Crew- buy a car, race, win parts, and the extra parts you WIN, you
have to PAY to put on your other cars.... WTF seriously??? Not only that, your odometer will restart everytime you change cars,
or restart the game even while using the same car. The racing part is fun, but i still dont recommend this game to anyone,
because of what ubisoft has done to us in the recent past with their games.. Absolute Garbage and it's crap, broken , and in beta.
(10) So... (9) let's see, (7) Kyklos Code is a pretty cool... (3) mhh.... (2) l\u0338e\u0334t\u0334 \u0335m\u0335e\u0336
\u0335t\u0335h\u0334i\u0338n\u0334k\u0336.\u0338.\u0338.\u0334..(1) \u0334\u0351\u0301\u0305\u0300\u0330\u0348w\u
0335\u0357\u030c\u0300\u035c\u0353\u0322\u0317\u0330h\u0337\u0302\u032b\u0327a\u0336\u033d\u0344\u030b\u0313\u
0319\u032d\u0326\u0316\u031f\u0322t\u0334\u033e\u0308\u035d\u0301\u0314\u0320\u0356\u0324 \u0338\u030d\u030c\u0
350\u030b\u0309\u0323\u032d\u0324\u033ci\u0334\u0302\u030f\u0307\u030f\u033e\u0351\u032fs\u0334\u035d\u0344\u03
44\u0350\u031d\u0345\u032a\u035c\u0320\u0333 \u0334\u0302\u0307\u0310\u0343\u033d\u031a\u0340\u031e\u0327t\u033
6\u034c\u031a\u0340\u0340\u0340\u0312\u032ah\u0336\u0306\u031a\u0305\u0321\u0327\u0349\u0318\u034d\u032ae\u033
4\u0341\u0313\u034b\u030a\u0313\u0342\u0343\u031b\u0327\u0353\u032f\u0354\u0359\u0331\u031c\u031e \u0337\u033e\
u0306\u0343\u0340\u0352\u0304\u0302\u0314\u0326\u0328\u0333\u032e\u0354\u0328b\u0337\u0310\u0318\u0330\u032e\
u0345\u0355\u0320e\u0337\u033d\u0344\u0344\u033as\u0338\u030f\u0313\u0348\u0328\u0356t\u0335\u034c\u0331\u0329\
u032d\u032d\u033a\u033b\u0316\u0316 \u0335\u033d\u0300\u0342\u034b\u033d\u0329\u0325\u0332\u0318\u032e\u0325\u
0319w\u0338\u0341\u0313\u033e\u0346\u033d\u0333\u0359\u0356\u035c\u0323\u0353a\u0336\u0311\u0300\u0342\u032fy\
u0336\u0304\u0319\u032d\u031d \u0338\u030f\u0352\u035a\u032b\u035c\u0325\u032a\u032c\u0356\u0322t\u0336\u030d\u
033ao\u0337\u0311\u034a\u0308\u034a\u030e\u0354 (0)

(10) Damnit, (9) I have to (8) be faster... (5) Kyklos Code is an (3) a\u0336w\u0337e\u0338s\u0335o\u0336m\u0338e\u0335
\u0334f\u0335i\u0337r\u0334s\u0336t\u0334 \u0336p\u0336e\u0334r\u0338s\u0336o\u0337n\u0334 (2)... p\u0334\u035b\u0
301\u0303\u0304\u032c\u0324\u033a\u0316\u0318\u0359\u035a\u0355\u032f\u034e\u0326u\u0337\u0340\u030c\u0301\u03
09\u030e\u0358\u0315\u030f\u0314\u031b\u031b\u030d\u0360\u0352\u0357\u0349\u0353\u033a\u033c\u0319\u0359\u0324
\u0356\u0325\u0333\u035c\u032b\u031c\u0333z\u0337\u0342\u0315\u0307\u0346\u0360\u0310\u030a\u0360\u0315\u0305\
u034a\u0315\u030b\u0314\u0312\u030f\u034e\u0330\u0319z\u0336\u0310\u030f\u0344\u0340\u035d\u0302\u031a\u0309\u
0311\u030c\u0360\u0315\u031b\u032c\u0322\u0353\u032e\u0329\u032d\u031e\u0332\u0320\u031e\u031c\u033al\u0335\u03
13\u0315\u031a\u0306\u0311\u0308\u0305\u030b\u0302\u0341\u030c\u032d\u032e\u035c\u033c\u031d\u034e\u032d\u0353
\u032e\u0328\u0320\u0323e\u0337\u0357\u034c\u0342\u0324\u0355\u0325\u0353\u0339\u0321\u0316\u0323 (1) ... (0)

(10) Okay, once more (8)... Kyklos Code is (6) a great FPS puzzle game (5), in which (3) y\u0338o\u0337u\u0337
\u0338g\u0336e\u0337t\u0335....(2) \u0334r\u0336e\u0336s\u0337e\u0334t\u0337 (1) e\u0337\u0358\u0343\u0301\u0343\u0
31a\u031a\u0343\u034c\u0305\u031a\u0314\u0351\u0350\u0300\u035d\u0343\u0311\u0300\u030b\u030e\u0306\u034a\u034
a\u0303\u032c\u0331\u0331\u031e\u0319\u0359\u0329\u032b\u0345\u0333\u034d\u033a\u0324\u0347\u0320\u0316\u033a\
u035a\u0330\u0324\u0324\u0318v\u0334\u0309\u030e\u0340\u0308\u034a\u034a\u0344\u0310\u0308\u0300\u0307\u0314\u
0340\u0304\u0303\u0315\u0342\u0344\u033e\u0343\u0351\u0302\u0317\u0359\u0322\u0330\u0316\u0327\u0347\u0318\u0
354\u0348\u0354\u0345\u0359\u0332\u032c\u0322\u032f\u035c\u033b\u0354\u0319\u0322\u031e\u034e\u0320\u035c\u032
d\u0333\u0356\u032e\u0356\u032c\u032b\u0323\u0354e\u0337\u0304\u034c\u0307\u031a\u031a\u030b\u0342\u030a\u0346
\u0352\u0303\u0358\u030f\u0357\u033d\u0341\u035d\u030c\u030b\u0301\u0315\u0357\u0303\u033e\u030a\u033b\u033b\u
032d\u0339\u034d\u0332\u0319\u0322\u0348\u0320\u0327\u034e\u0345\u0359\u034e\u0328\u0320\u0321\u0330\u0339\u0
31e\u0348\u0320\u0331\u0322\u032f\u032f\u0325\u0359r\u0338\u0342\u034b\u0312\u0352\u0309\u030a\u0312\u0302\u03
14\u0303\u034a\u0313\u033d\u035d\u034a\u030a\u0308\u033d\u034b\u0344\u0344\u030b\u0301\u0352\u0306\u0343\u0344
\u0358\u033f\u0307\u0359\u033a\u031d\u0353\u0345\u0332\u034d\u032f\u033b\u0323\u034d\u0326\u0316\u0325\u0330\u
0328\u0329\u0327\u032b\u0330\u035ay\u0335\u0352\u035d\u0350\u034c\u030a\u0304\u0358\u0304\u031b\u035b\u031a\u0
305\u0350\u0360\u0314\u0360\u033f\u0344\u0344\u0346\u035b\u0309\u030b\u0340\u033e\u031a\u0344\u0300\u0360\u031
0\u034b\u030b\u033f\u033b\u033c\u033c\u0318\u032e\u0354\u031e\u0330\u0327\u0349 \u0337\u0340\u0344\u0304\u035d\
u0358\u0360\u031b\u0314\u0357\u0315\u0341\u0315\u030c\u0307\u034b\u0315\u0307\u0310\u030c\u030e\u0314\u0342\u0
30a\u030b\u030c\u0309\u035d\u030f\u0358\u0312\u034b\u0302\u034c\u033e\u0346\u033a\u0321\u0321\u032a\u034e\u035
5\u032c\u0356\u033c\u0333\u0339\u0354\u0329\u032d\u032a (0)
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(10) Portal meets Braid (8), Kyklos Code (6) is a great FPS puzzler, in which (5) you get reset (4) every (3) ten (2) seconds (1)
HA! (0)

C\u0338\u0303\u0314\u0349\u0354\u0339\u0333\u035a\u034d\u0355\u0339\u0339h\u0334\u031b\u033e\u0352\u031e\u031
6e\u0336\u030b\u0306\u0344\u0340\u035b\u0310\u030b\u0311\u030f\u030e\u034b\u030d\u0349\u034d\u0318\u031e\u031e
\u0347\u032ce\u0337\u035d\u0306\u030e\u0342\u0344\u0351\u0343\u0358\u0325r\u0334\u0300\u0357\u0346\u0344\u0313
\u0343\u0315\u030f\u035d\u0333\u0359\u035c\u032a\u032c\u0330\u0323\u0349\u0326\u0317\u032ds\u0336\u0308\u033e\u
031b\u034c\u0314\u033e\u0308\u035d\u030c\u030b\u031f\u032b\u0332\u031f\u032f\u0353\u0324\u032b\u034d,\u0335\u03
1b\u0314\u0312\u0343\u030a\u0341\u0313\u0348\u0322\u0331\u0359\u0348\u0325\u0348\u032c\u033b\u033c\u0316\u034e
\u0336\u030b\u0360\u030a\u0344\u0312\u030c\u0340\u030a\u033e\u0302\u0342\u034a\u0312\u0342\u031d\u0317\u031f\u0
319\u032a\u0355\u0348\u0329\u0317\u0321\u0318Z\u0336\u0350\u0346\u0310\u0309\u0360\u0300\u0310\u030f\u031e\u03
2ce\u0338\u0314\u0325\u0356\u0349\u0333\u031di\u0337\u030f\u0343\u0341\u0316\u0317\u033a\u031e\u0319\u033a\u031
9\u0345\u0327\u035a\u0318n\u0335\u035d\u031d\u0348\u0316\u031f\u0329\u035a\u0322\u0316\u032e\u033b\u0316\u0359
. Found a scene.... where one of object was invisible.
Some puzzles are confusing.

Quite enjoyable game, though.
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